


Olá Acionistas e Clientes enju3,

898
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em milhares

Cumulativa últimos 18 meses

3 Meses 197%

6 Meses 229%

12 Meses 366%

18 Meses 456%



+82%
GMV TOTAL

R$ 205
milhões

+61%
GROSS BILLINGS

R$ 48
milhões

+105%
RECEITA LIQUIDA

R$ 26,5
milhões

+61%
ITENS PUBLICADOS

3,9
milhões

+124%
NOVOS VENDEDORES

215
mil

+29%
NOVOS COMPRADORES

181
mil

+436%
APPS INSTALADOS

5,1
milhões

+91%
VISITAS TOTAIS

171
milhões
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Novos Vendedores
em milhares

124%
2,4

3,9

Produtos Distintos Publicados
em milhões

16,7

120,4

Produtos 
Publicados
em milhares

ITENS

522 mil

TOTAL DE PARCEIROS INTEGRADOS

66

61%

621%



Pedidos por tempo de cadastro de usuário e item Giro por estágio do vendedor novo vs recorrente

Quantidade Engajamento Visibilidade FrequenciaProfundidade

Novo

Recorrentes

Pro

B2B

Pequenos negócios
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Novos Compradores
em milhares

29%

91% 129%

Compradores Recorrentes
Indice Base 1

58%



98,2%
(taxa de resposta)

6,3
(nota acumulado 6M)







+105%

-0,2%



+9,0%
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E A R N I N G S  R E L E A S E



Hello Shareholders and Clients,

The second quarter of 2021 was a period of exceptional dedication to an essential link in the enjoei chain: our 
sellers. We brought this theme up in previous earnings releases, but we would like to share our vision in more 
detail throughout this issue.

During the quarter, we were able to make relevant advances in our business plan, in line with the challenges 
and opportunities determined by people's new consumption habits, lifestyle, and work, which have been 
absolutely transformed by the pandemic and post-pandemic world.

The internet as the main source of extra income has become a reality for many families.

The migration from the physical to online, which occurred en masse during the second quarter of 2020, 
accelerated a new shopping habit and motivated more people to test enjoei. We have become an important 
option for small retailers and entrepreneurs  searching for new channels.

We believe that the "extra income" factor associated with new habits are key elements of our business, and we 
are in a privileged position to remain the leader in this market.

Challenges and opportunities

Enjoei´s total number of sellers followed its expansion trajectory and at the end of June 2021, we reached the 
mark of 898 thousand active sellers.

In this quarter, we continued to attract a wide range of products, sellers and brands, although, in our view, the 
reopening and resumption of circulation may join the competition for the dedication and available time of 
people at home.  

The increase in the total number of active sellers and new sellers offset the stabilizing trend of items listed per 
user observed over the course of the second quarter. The total number of products listed reached 3.9 million, 
which is rather satisfactory if we compare it to the first quarter’s positive seasonality.
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559

We accelerated our plans to attract more sellers, 
offering more attractive policies and creating models 
that favor the entry of new sellers.

A wide assortment directly influences the entry of 
new buyers and the platform’s general recurrence.

Average GMV cohorts per seller group
Last 18 months

3 Months 197%

6 Months 229%

12 Months 366%

18 Months 456%

Active Sellers
in thousands



+82%
TOTAL GMV

R$205
million

(R$113 Million in 2Q20)

+61%
GROSS BILLINGS

R$48
million

(R$30 Million in 2Q20)

+105%
NET REVENUE

R$26.5
million

(R$12.9 Million in 2Q20)

+61%
ITEMS LISTED

3.9
million

(2.4 Million in 2Q20)

+124%
NEW SELLERS

215
thousand

(96 thousand in 2Q20)

+29%
NEW BUYERS

181
thousand

(141 thousand in 2Q20)

+436%
APP INSTALLS

5.1
million

(944 thousand in 2Q20)

+91%
TOTAL VISITS

171
million

(90 million; in 2Q20)



Comments on the highlights of the second quarter of 2021.

In line with previous results, we would like to celebrate the results of the second quarter of 2021 by commenting 
on the company's main indicators.

We have focused our efforts on upgrading our level of service in all directions. We revised our commercial policy, 
added more services and logistics points, improved our service channel and our payment tools, among other 
initiatives that we will detail over the next few pages.

New Buyers
181 thousand new buyers, 29% growth compared to the previous quarter.

Gross Billings grew 62%, reaching R$48 million, while the take rate reached 23.3%, -1.6 
pp compared to the first quarter of 2021, due to the start of tests for the new policy 
launched at the end of the quarter.

Logistics

66% of sellers in the city of São Paulo and 33% in the rest of Brazil no longer use 
national post office Correios as their main channel to ship their sales.

Cost Control and Management

By using a second payment partner (Pagar.me / Stone) we have improved our efficiency 
in reconciling our transactions.



Increase of +82% y/y in 2Q21, on 
the already high base of 2Q20 

GMV growth of 82% y/y, reaching 
R$205 million in 2Q21, reflects the 
positive results of the acquisition of new 
users, increased recurrence on the 
platform, as well as the acceleration of 
EnjuPro and the start of B2B2C 
operations.

Even considering the tough comps of 
2Q20, the increase in the number of 
transactions on the platform continued 
at an accelerated pace this quarter.

Free shipping and discount 
coupons incentives remained flat as 
a percentage of GMV versus 1Q21, 
totaling 8% in the period.

Gross Billings increased +61% over 
the previous year and +11% 
quarter-on-quarter. 

In 2Q21, the Take Rate was 23.3%, 
1.6 p.p. below that reported in 1Q21, 
reflecting the tests of the new sales 
commission policy carried out 
throughout the quarter.

Total GMV
in R$ million
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Gross Billings
in R$ million 

61%

Note. GMV and Gross Billings are non-accounting measures according to accounting practices adopted in Brazil (BR GAAP) or under 
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), issued by the International Accounting Standard Board (IASB), and, therefore, do not 

have a standard meaning and may not correspond to measures with similar nomenclature disclosed by other companies. 
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215

124%

The increase in inventory was 621% y/y, 
closing 2Q21 with 120.4 thousand new 
items listed. 

Considering inventory depth and variations 
of the same item, +522 thousand products 
were listed in 2Q21, resulting from the 
integration of dozens of new brands during 
the period.

New Sellers
in thousands

2,4

3,9

Listed Products
in million

17

120

621%

Listed 
Products
in thousands

ITEMS

522 thousand

INTEGRATED PARTNERS

66

61%

3.9

2.4

120.4

16.7



In this earnings release, we are going to shed more light and expand some indicators of the enjoei sellers:

The first point worth emphasizing is the importance of renewing the assortment in acquiring and retaining 
buyers: 15% of the total orders placed were placed on products listed in the last 30 days. Of these orders, 
53% (or 8% of the total) were made by users who had registered in the last 30 days.

Period
Up to 30 days 

from registration
+ 30 days from 

registration

Up to 30 days
from listing

8%
(53%)

7%
(47%)

15%

+ 30 days 
from listing

42%
(49%)

43%
(51%)

85%

50% 50% 100%

Orders by user and item registration period Turnover by seller stage new vs recurring

The factors that most influence turnover capacity, in addition to categories and seasonality, are the amount of 
products sent per session, the engagement level, the visibility offered by the platform, the depth of products 
offered (size of the store), and the posting frequency.

Moreover, enjoei has other models to accelerate the utilization curve of sellers, like enjuPro, in addition to the 
other services we offer, such as B2C that support the net inventory on the platform.

7 days 30 days

New Recurring

Quantity Engagement Visibility FrequencyDepth

New

Recurring

Pro

B2B

Small businesses



Evolution of commercial and commission policy

After the growth cycle that raised the company's growth level, reaching GMV above R$200 million, we are 
focused on strengthening the bridges that cross borders of future growth. We have recently updated our 
commission policy to increase seller recurrence and expand future growth. 

Our policy allows us to more efficiently reach products with a higher average ticket while encouraging good 
behavior. We believe in the positive effect of attracting new sellers while increasing the retention of recurring 
ones. In line with our long-term vision.

Take Rate Rationale

We consider this configuration to be more appropriate 
for controlling subsidies by different regions and by the 
level of engagement between sellers and buyers.





Recurrent buyers grew 58% in 2Q21.

Audience data for 2Q21 maintained high 
levels of growth, with an increase of +91% 
y/y in the number of total visits to the 
website, reaching 171 million hits and 
+129% y/y in the total of unique 
visitors.

90

171

17

39

Total Visits
in million

Unique Visitors
in million

91% 129%

58%

Recurrent Buyers
Base 1 Index

2Q20 3Q20 4Q20 1Q21 2Q21

141

181New Buyers
in thousands

29%

1.6

1.5

1.4

1.2

1.0



98.2%
(response rate)

6.3
(6M accumulated score)

Our score on the Reclame Aqui website continues in a positive trend, as a result of our investments 
in team, management, and technology and product solutions. There is still a lot of work on this front
and we are actively striving for excellence for our clients

4.7

5.3

5.8
6.4

6.5 6.6 6.7



New EnjuPRO Distribution 
Center: Expansion of storage 
area and cost reduction/m² 

by ~50%. 6,200 m²  of 
area, located in Cabreúva/ 

State of São Paulo, near the 
main highways of São Paulo: 
Anhanguera, Bandeirantes

and Castelo Branco.

Sending Bags
We closed a partnership with 

the ICOMM Group 
(OQVESTIR)

sending an enjuBag for 
purchases made on the brand 

websites.





Increase of 105% y/y, 

reaching R$26.5 million in 2Q21, 

vs. R$12.9 million in 2Q20.

Cost of Services reached R$20.4 million in 

2Q21 vs R$7.3 million in 2Q20. However, 

when analyzing the quarterly evolution, we 

can see the control of the cost efficiency 

in relation to GMV.

The total 

costs that represented 11.9% of GMV in 

4Q20, rose to 10.1% in 1Q21 and remained at 

a similar level in 2Q21, reaching 10.0% in the 

period. 

+105%

in R$ million

in % GMV

10.0%10.1%
20.4

7.3

in R$ Million

11.9%

17.4

3.1

Shipping and Logistics

Transaction Fees

Technology Services

Late credits

Other

12.9

26.5



Excluding the share-based compensation plan, general and administrative expenses totaled 

R$12.1 million, which represents a 6% change in relation to the previous quarter. Regarding GMV, 

there was a reduction of 0.7 p.p. quarter-on-quarter, from 6.6% to 5.9%. 

Marketing expenses reached R$15.1 million in 2Q21 (+62% compared to 1Q21), in line with our 

strategy of sustaining the pace of acquisition of new users and strengthening the brand. 

operating
EXPENSES

+9,0%

Gross Profit of R$6.1 

million in 2Q21, 

representing an 

increase of +9.0%

when compared to 

the previous year.

in % GMVin R$ Million

Marketing

General and Administrative

Other

5.6

6.1

15.1

12.1

9.3

11.4
5.3

2.1

1.9%

4.7%

5.4%

6.6%

7.4%

5.9%



Adjusted EBITDA

Adjusted EBITDA 

(disregarding the share-

based compensation plan) 

reached -R$19.1 million 

in 2Q21, R$6.7 million 

lower than the previous 

quarter.

General and administrative (R$ thousand) 2Q21 1Q21 2Q20

Share-based compensation plan 12,105 18,685 -

Salaries and social charges 5,185 6,294 2,054

Depreciation and amortization 2,157 1,911 1,639

Technology services 1,897 1,668 709

Consulting and Outsourcing 1,453 1,100 290

Other 1382           449 619

Total 24,179 30,107 5,311

Total ex- Share-based compensation 12,074 11,422 5,311

Advertising expenses (R$thousand) 2Q21 1Q21 2Q20

Offline Media (branding) 5,135 1,066 1,171

Online Media (performance) 9,714 8,093 868

Other 253 174 97

Total 15,102 9,333 2,136

Advertising expenses amounted to 

R$15.1 million and of this total, R$9.7 

million were allocated to investments in 

performance, while R$5.1 million were used 

in branding campaigns. 

The most disputed e-commerce 

environment has inflated the CPC and raised 

the average performance media price in 

recent months.

Note. The share-based compensation plan has no cash effect, considering that on the date the options are 

exercised, a capital increase is carried out referring to the amount of each Program (1 and 2). More information on 

the exercise calendar, amount awarded, strikes and other data can be found in the Reference Form in Item 13.

-0.18

-
19.1

-12.4



BRL Thousand 2Q21 VA 2Q20 VA HA (%) HA (abs)

Gross revenue 30,846 117% 18,983 147% 62% 11,863

Deductions from revenue (taxes, 

returns, rebates)
-4,395 -17% -6,108 -47% -28% 1,713

Net revenue 26,451 100% 12,875 100% 105% 13,576

Cost of services -20,365 -77% -7,270 -56% 180% -13,095

Gross profit 6,086 23% 5,605 44% 9% 481

Advertising Expenses -15,102 -57% -2,136 -17% 607% -12,966

General and administrative -24,179 -91% -5,311 -41% 355% -18,868

Other revenues (expenses), net 

operational
-254 -1% 11 0% -2409% -265

Operating revenue (expenses) -39,535 -149% -7,436 -58% 432% -32,099

Operating loss before financial 

result
-33,449 -126% -1,831 -14% 1727% -31,618

Financial revenue 4,353 16% 106 1% 4007% 4,247

Financial expense -944 -4% -1,040 -8% -9% 96

Net financial result 3,409 13% -934 -7% -465% 4,343

Loss before income and social 

contribution taxes
-30,040 -114% -2,765 -21% 986% -27,275

Income tax and social contribution 

- Deferred
- 0% 4 0% -100% -4

Loss for the period -30,040 -114% -2,761 -21% 988% -27,279

Depreciation and amortization -2,157 -8% -1,656 -13% 30% -501

EBITDA -31,292 -118% -175 -1% 17781% -31,117



BRL Thousand 1S21 VA 1S20 VA HA (%) HA (abs)

Gross revenue 59,105 117% 37,572 131% 57% 21,533 

Deductions from revenue (taxes, returns, 

rebates)
(8,420) -17% (8,967) -31% -6% 547 

Net revenue 50,685 100% 28,605 100% 77% 22,080 

Cost of services (37,756) -74% (16,686) -58% 126% (21,070)

Gross profit 12,929 26% 11,919 42% 8% 1,010 

Advertising Expenses (24,435) -48% (4,166) -15% 487% (20,269)

General and administrative (54,286) -107% (10,175) -36% 434% (44,111)

Other revenues (expenses), net operational (634) -1% (48) 0% 1221% (586)

Operating revenue (expenses) (79,355) -157% (14,389) -50% 451% (64,966)

Operating loss before financial result (66,426) -131% (2,470) -9% 2589% (63,956)

Financial revenue 6,786 13% 214 1% 3071% 6,572 

Financial expense (2,175) -4% (1,876) -7% 16% (299)

Net financial result 4,611 9% (1,662) -6% -377% 6,273 

Loss before income and social contribution 

taxes
(61,815) -122% (4,132) -14% 1396% (57,683)

Income tax and social contribution - Deferred - 0% 10 0% -100% (10)

Loss for the period (61,815) -122% (4,122) -14% 1400% (57,693)

Depreciation and amortization (4,068) -8% (3,253) -11% 25% (815)

EBITDA (62,358) -123% 783 3% -8064% (63,141)



Exhibit II: 
Balance Sheet

BRL Thousand 06/30/2021 12/31/2020 Dif (%) Dif (abs)

Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents 433,905 486,707 -11% (52,802)

Linked financial investments 14,562 16,316 -11% (1,754)

Receivables 4,090 - - 4,090 

Taxes recoverable 5,116 3,378 51% 1,738 

Advances 2,598 107 2328% 2,491 

Related parts 7,123 - - 7,123 

Other 561 146 284% 415 

Total current assets 467,955 506,654 -8% (38,699)

Non-current assets

Linked financial investments 333 333 0% -

Fixed assets 5,249 4,343 21% 906 

Intangible assets 28,438 17,737 60% 10,701 

Total non-current assets 34,020 22,413 52% 11,607 

Total assets 501,975 529,067 -5% (27,092)

BRL Thousand 06/30/2021 12/31/2020 Dif (%) Dif (abs)

Current liabilities

Suppliers 15,726 12,460 26% 3,266 

Labor and social security obligations 9,426 3,750 151% 5,676 

Tax obligations 571 1,183 -52% (612)

Receivables factoring 1,809 6,507 -72% (4,698)

Other payables 3,885 3,740 4% 145 

Leasing 705 731 -4% (26)

Total current liabilities 32,122 28,371 13% 3,751 

Non-current liabilities

Leasing 829 1,188 -30% (359)

Provision for contingencies 2,773 2,365 17% 408 

Total non-current liabilities 3,602 3,553 1% 49 

Equity

Share capital 591,506 591,373 0% 133 

Capital reserves 42,330 11,540 267% 30,790 

Accumulated losses (167,585) (105,770) 58% (61,815)

Total equity 466,251 497,143 -6% (30,892)

Total liabilities and equity 501,975 529,067 -5% (27,092)



Exhibit III: 
Cash Flow Statement

BRL Thousand 06/30/2021 12/31/2020 Dif (%) Dif (abs)

From operating activities

Net loss for the period (61,815) (4,122) 1400% (57,693)

Adjustments for:

Depreciation and amortization 4,100 3,253 26% 847 

Provision for contingencies 408 - - 408 

Deferred taxes - (10) -100% 10 

Share-based compensation plan 30,790 - - 30,790 

Interest expenses 178 214 -17% (36)

(26,339) (665) 3861% (25,674)

Decrease (increase) in assets

Linked financial investments 1,754 (4,765) -137% 6,519 

Receivables (4,090) - - (4,090)

Advances (2,491) (39) 6287% (2,452)

Taxes recoverable (1,738) (3,232) -46% 1,494 

Related parts (7,123) - - (7,123)

Other (415) 18 -2406% (433)

(Decrease) increase in liabilities

Suppliers 2,305 3,712 -38% (1,407)

Labor obligations 5,676 749 658% 4,927 

Tax obligations (612) 4,447 -114% (5,059)

Receivables factoring (4,698) 2,921 -261% (7,619)

Other payables 145 469 -69% (324)

Net cash (used) in operating activities (37,626) 3,615 -1141% (41,241)

Cash flow from investing activities

Acquisition of fixed assets (821) (4) 20425% (817)

Acquisition of intangible assets (13,973) (3,343) 318% (10,630)

Net cash used in investing activities (14,794) (3,347) 342% (11,447)

Cash flow from financing activities

Capital increase 1,265 - - 1,265 

(-) Share issue expenses (1,132) - - (1,132)

Loans and borrowings - 7,500 -100% (7,500)

Loan payment - (953) -100% 953 

Lease payment (515) (358) 44% (157)

Net cash (consumed) generated in financing activities (382) 6,189 -106% (6,571)

Increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents (52,802) 6,457 -918% (59,259)

Cash and cash equivalents

Beginning of period 486,707 3,104 15580% 483,603 

At the end of the period 433,905 9,561 4438% 424,344 

Increase (decrease) in cash and cash 

equivalents
(52,802) 6,457 -918% (59,259)



Glossary

GMV
The definition of GMV represents the total amount paid in reais by buyers for transactions of 
all natures, for the purchase of products or services provided and successfully completed 
through the payment methods offered on the platform at the time of checkout. transactions 
immediately rejected, for whatever reason, by payment processing institutions are not 
considered successful. Not removed from the calculation are transactions that may later be 
rejected by the platform as a result of security analyses after payment confirmation, or for 
reimbursement to users, which may occur in cases of exercising the right to withdraw from 
the purchase and/or service provided.       transactions above values considered outside the 
consumption standard in relation to the platform's product categories are removed from the 
GMV calculation.

Gross Billings
Gross Billings correspond to the portion of GMV retained by Enjoei in transactions on our 
platform, and may be expressed as a percentage by the Take Rate.

GMV and Gross Billings are non-accounting measures according to accounting 
practices adopted in Brazil (BR GAAP) or under International Financial Reporting 
Standards (IFRS), issued by the International Accounting Standard Board (IASB), and, 
therefore, do not have a standard meaning and may not correspond to measures with 
similar nomenclature disclosed by other companies. 

New buyer 
Buyers who make their first purchase on the platform, or who make purchases over a period 
of 18 months or more on the platform, a period in which we classify the user as lost.

Active Buyer 
Buyer who has made at least one purchase in the past 12 months

Active seller
Seller who has published at least one product on the platform in the past 12 months

CAC
Customer acquisition cost, considers the performance marketing expenses (media and tools) 
associated with user acquisition

EBITDA
EBITDA (acronym in English for LAJIDA - profit before interest, taxes, depreciation and 
amortization) is a non-accounting measurement prepared by Enjoei, in line with CVM 
Instruction No. 527/2012.



In conformity with CVM Instruction 381/037 we inform that the Company consulted the 
independent auditors Grant Thornton Auditores Independentes in order to ensure 
compliance with the norms issued by the Autarchy, as well as with the Regency Law of 
the accounting profession, instituted by means of Decree Law 9.295/46 and 
subsequent alterations.Compliance with the regulations of the exercise of the 
professional activity issued by the Conselho Federal De Contabilidade (CFC) and the 
technical guidelines issued by the Instituto dos Auditores Independentes do Brasil 
(IBRACON) was also observed. 

The Company adopted the fundamental principle of preserving the independence of 
the auditors, guaranteeing that they are not influenced by the auditing of their own 
services, nor have they participated in any management function of the Company.     

Grant Thornton Auditores Independentes was contracted to perform audit services for 
the current year and to review the quarterly information for the same year.       

Relationship with
Auditors
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